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IV B.Tech. II Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, February-2015 
DIGITAL DESIGN THROUGH VERILOG HDL 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. In verilog constants are defined in a module by rthe keyword    [    ] 

a)parameter  b)const   c)param  d) constant 
 
2. String format used for displaying real numbers in scientific or decimal whichever is shorter is 
             [     ] 

a) % g            b)%f  c) %e   d) 0%d 
 
3. Below which is having high strength        [     ] 

a) Supply0 b) strong1 c)strong0 d)large1 
 
4. Highest level of abstraction provided by the verilog HDL is     [     ] 

a)algorithmic level    b) dataflow c) gatelevel  d)switch 
 
5. Declaration of array of 100 time checkpoints variables is equal to                         [     ] 

a)time checkpoint[1:100]   b) time [1:100]checkpoint 
c ) reg time checkpoint[1:100]           d)reg time [1:100]checkpoint 

 
6. Which feature is used to write a custom C code to interact with the internal data structures of verilog 

is called as                      [     ] 
a) Module  b) simulator   c) editor d)PLI  

 
7. The “posedge” transistion for a signal on a net can be of  type               [     ] 

a) 0 to1  b) 0 to x or z    c) x or z to 1  d)all 
 
8. In wire #(2,10 abc; stmt  value 2 indicates                [     ] 

a) 0 to 1 positive transistion delay  b)1 to0 neg transistion delay   
c) min delay     d) typical delay   

 
9. Which of the following is illegal                   [    ]
 a )4%-3 b)-4%3 c)4%3   d)none 
 
10. 11x1= = =1x11 gives the result as                                                           [    ] 

a)’1’   b)’0’  c)x  d) z 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. Two kinds of design methodologies used in verilog are________________ 
 
12. The assignment statements used within the fork join are executed ______________ 
 
13. A trireg net can be one of ______________state only. 
 
14. The expression p = q1-q2/q3+q4*q5 is equivalent to______________ 
 
15. The operands on the right side can be of net or variable type.(T/F)  
 
16. ‘Define directive is used to define _______________in verilog. 
 
17. Design description is an activity _______________of target technology or manufacturer. 
 
18. Switch primitives available in verilog are_______________ 
 
19. Statements in if block are executed______________ 
 
20. The process of creating objects from a ____________template is called instantiation. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Highest level of abstraction provided by the verilog HDL is     [     ] 

a)algorithmic level    b) dataflow c) gatelevel  d)switch 
 
2. Declaration of array of 100 time checkpoints variables is equal to                         [     ] 

a)time checkpoint[1:100]   b) time [1:100]checkpoint 
c ) reg time checkpoint[1:100]           d)reg time [1:100]checkpoint 

 
3. Which feature is used to write a custom C code to interact with the internal data structures of verilog 

is called as                      [     ] 
a) Module  b) simulator   c) editor d)PLI  

 
4. The “posedge” transistion for a signal on a net can be of  type               [     ] 

a) 0 to1  b) 0 to x or z    c) x or z to 1  d)all 
 
5. In wire #(2,10 abc; stmt  value 2 indicates                [     ] 

a) 0 to 1 positive transistion delay  b)1 to0 neg transistion delay   
c) min delay     d) typical delay   

 
6. Which of the following is illegal                   [    ]
 a )4%-3 b)-4%3 c)4%3   d)none 
 
7. 11x1= = =1x11 gives the result as                                                           [    ] 

a)’1’   b)’0’  c)x  d) z 
 
8. In verilog constants are defined in a module by rthe keyword    [    ] 

a)parameter  b)const  c)param  d) constant 
 
9. String format used for displaying real numbers in scientific or decimal whichever is shorter is 
             [     ] 

a) % g       b)%f  c) %e   d)0%d 
 
10. Below which is having high strength        [     ] 

a) Supply0 b) strong1 c)strong0 d)large1 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. The expression p = q1-q2/q3+q4*q5 is equivalent to______________ 
 
12. The operands on the right side can be of net or variable type.(T/F)  
 
13. ‘Define directive is used to define _______________in verilog. 
 
14. Design description is an activity _______________of target technology or manufacturer. 
 
15. Switch primitives available in verilog are_______________ 
 
16. Statements in if block are executed______________ 
 
17. The process of creating objects from a ____________template is called instantiation. 
 
18. Two kinds of design methodologies used in verilog are________________ 
 
19. The assignment statements used within the fork join are executed ______________ 
 
20. A trireg net can be one of ______________state only. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Which feature is used to write a custom C code to interact with the internal data structures of verilog 

is called as                      [     ] 
a) Module  b) simulator   c) editor d)PLI  

 
2. The “posedge” transistion for a signal on a net can be of  type               [     ] 

a) 0 to1  b) 0 to x or z    c) x or z to 1  d)all 
 
3. In wire #(2,10 abc; stmt  value 2 indicates                [     ] 

a) 0 to 1 positive transistion delay  b)1 to0 neg transistion delay   
c) min delay     d) typical delay   

 
4. Which of the following is illegal                   [    ]
 a )4%-3 b)-4%3 c)4%3   d)none 
 
5. 11x1= = =1x11 gives the result as                                                           [    ] 

a)’1’   b)’0’  c)x  d) z 
 
6. In verilog constants are defined in a module by rthe keyword    [    ] 

a)parameter  b)const  c)param  d) constant 
 
7. String format used for displaying real numbers in scientific or decimal whichever is shorter is 
             [     ] 

a) % g                 b)%f       c) %e   d) 0%d 
 
8. Below which is having high strength        [     ] 

a) Supply0 b) strong1 c)strong0 d)large1 
 
9. Highest level of abstraction provided by the verilog HDL is     [     ] 

a)algorithmic level    b) dataflow c) gatelevel  d)switch 
 
10. Declaration of array of 100 time checkpoints variables is equal to                         [     ] 

a)time checkpoint[1:100]   b) time [1:100]checkpoint 
c ) reg time checkpoint[1:100]           d)reg time [1:100]checkpoint 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. ‘Define directive is used to define _______________in verilog. 
 
12. Design description is an activity _______________of target technology or manufacturer. 
 
13. Switch primitives available in verilog are_______________ 
 
14. Statements in if block are executed______________ 
 
15. The process of creating objects from a ____________template is called instantiation. 
 
16. Two kinds of design methodologies used in verilog are________________ 
 
17. The assignment statements used within the fork join are executed ______________ 
 
18. A trireg net can be one of ______________state only. 
 
19. The expression p = q1-q2/q3+q4*q5 is equivalent to______________ 
 
20. The operands on the right side can be of net or variable type.(T/F)  
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. In wire #(2,10 abc; stmt  value 2 indicates                [     ] 

a) 0 to 1 positive transistion delay  b)1 to0 neg transistion delay   
c) min delay     d) typical delay   

 
2. Which of the following is illegal                   [    ]
 a )4%-3 b)-4%3 c)4%3   d)none 
 
3. 11x1= = =1x11 gives the result as                                                           [    ] 

a)’1’   b)’0’  c)x  d) z 
 
4. In verilog constants are defined in a module by rthe keyword    [    ] 

a)parameter  b)const  c)param  d) constant 
 
5. String format used for displaying real numbers in scientific or decimal whichever is shorter is 
             [     ] 

a) % g             b)%f  c) %e   d) 0%d 
 
6. Below which is having high strength        [     ] 

a) Supply0 b) strong1 c)strong0 d)large1 
 
7. Highest level of abstraction provided by the verilog HDL is     [     ] 

a)algorithmic level    b) dataflow c) gatelevel  d)switch 
 
8. Declaration of array of 100 time checkpoints variables is equal to                         [     ] 

a)time checkpoint[1:100]   b) time [1:100]checkpoint 
c ) reg time checkpoint[1:100]           d)reg time [1:100]checkpoint 

 
9. Which feature is used to write a custom C code to interact with the internal data structures of verilog 

is called as                      [     ] 
a) Module  b) simulator   c) editor d)PLI  

 
           10. The “posedge” transistion for a signal on a net can be of  type               [     ] 

             a) 0 to1  b) 0 to x or z    c) x or z to 1  d)all 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. Switch primitives available in verilog are_______________ 
 
12. Statements in if block are executed______________ 
 
13. The process of creating objects from a ____________template is called instantiation. 
 
14. Two kinds of design methodologies used in verilog are________________ 
 
15. The assignment statements used within the fork join are executed ______________ 
 
16. A trireg net can be one of ______________state only. 
 
17. The expression p = q1-q2/q3+q4*q5 is equivalent to______________ 
 
18. The operands on the right side can be of net or variable type.(T/F)  
 
19. ‘Define directive is used to define _______________in verilog. 
 
20. Design description is an activity _______________of target technology or manufacturer. 
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